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Abstract
We identify a restricted class of terms of the lambda calculus, here called weak linear, that includes
the linear lambda-terms keeping their good properties of strong normalization, non-duplicating reduc-
tions and typability in polynomial time. The advantage of this class over the linear lambda-calculus
is the possibility of transforming general terms into weak linear terms with the same normal form.
We present such transformation and prove its correctness by showing that it preserves normal forms.
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1. Introduction
Linear terms are simple. Every linear term in the -calculus is -strongly normalizing
(i.e., there is no inﬁnite -reduction sequence starting fromM), every -reduction of a linear
term is non-duplicating and every closed linear term is typable in the simple type system
[14], thus it is typable in polynomial time.
A -term is linear iff for each subterm x.P ofM, x occurs free in P at most once. Note
that our deﬁnition of linear term follows [16] and [11]. Some people call this class of terms
afﬁne, and use the word linear for terms x.M where x occurs free exactly once in M.
Now consider the following question: is there a way of simulating the standard -calculus
by the linear -calculus? If simulation means transforming the original standard term into
a linear term with the same normal form then it is not possible, in general, to deﬁne such a
transformation. This is shown by the next simple example: it is not possible to transform the
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term (in normal form) x.xx into a linear term with the same normal form. This happens
for any non-linear normal form.
In this paper we address the following problem: is there a restricted class of -terms, with
the same nice properties of the linear -calculus and such that we can simulate the standard
-calculus by terms of that class?
We show that there is a restriction with these properties, which we here call the weak
linear -calculus. A -termM is weak linear if in any reduction sequence ofM, when there
is a contraction of a -redex (x.P )Q, then x occurs free in P at most once, i.e., when a
function x.P is applied, its formal parameter x must occur at most once in the function
body. For example the term x.xx is weak linear because it is a non-linear -abstraction
which is never applied. The term (x.xx)I is not weak linear because it has a redex where
the function is not linear. For weak linear terms, only functions that can be applied to an
argument in the reduction process are required to be linear. Notice that the deﬁnition of
weak linear term does not refer only to -redexes (x.P )Q that are subterms of the original
term M, but to abstractions x.P that are going to be the function part of a -redex in the
reduction ofM. For example the termM ≡ ((x.x)(x.xx))k is not weak linear although it
does not have any subterm of the form (x.P )Q with x occurring more than once in P. The
problem is that there is a redex of this form (in this case, (x.xx)k), in a reduction sequence
from M.
Let us now see what it means to simulate a -term by a weak linear term. Consider
the following example: suppose one wants to deﬁne the weak linear version of the term
(xy.xy)(z.zz)(w.w). In this term the only variable which occurs more than once is z.
Thus we must linearize (z.zz) to get the term (z1z2.z1z2). But (z.zz) will have y as an
argument after one reduction step. Thus y in (xy.xy) has to be copied and we get the term:
(xy.xyy)(z1z2.z1z2)(w.w).
Now, a variable which occurred once in the original term occurs twice in the new term,
thus the linearization process has to go on, linearizing (xy.xyy) to obtain (xy1y2.xy1y2).
Notice that y will be replaced by w.w in the original version of the term, thus, as y was
replaced by two new parameters, we have to duplicate (w.w) in the resulting term to get
the ﬁnal term:
(xy1y2.xy1y2)(z1z2.z1z2)(w.w)(w.w).
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
(1) a restricted class of -terms, here called the weak linear -calculuswith the same basic
properties of the linear -calculus. Here we show that weak linear terms are strong
normalizing and typable in polynomial time.
(2) a transformation of general terms into weak linear terms preserving normal forms. To
deal with transformation of redexes which will appear during the reduction process (the
virtual redexes) our transformation uses legal paths, [4,5], because this notion provides
a formal characterization of the intuitive notion of virtual redex. This contribution is
also signiﬁcant for the methodology it develops. What we set up is a new use of legal
paths for complex term transformation.
In the rest of the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the -calculus. A stan-
dard reference for this area is [7]. We start in Section 2 by presenting the related work.
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In Section 3 we give some brief notions on -calculus. In Section 4 we give the deﬁnition
of weak linear lambda terms. In Section 5 we present a type system and a type inference
algorithm for the weak linear calculus. Then in Section 6 we present a transformation from
-terms into weak linear -terms, and prove that it is correct in the sense that it preserves
normal forms. Finally we conclude in Section 7.
2. Related work
The relation between the strongly normalizable -terms and the linear -calculus was
established by Florido and Damas in [11]. This relation was deﬁned using intersection types
for the characterization of the strongly normalizable terms. The previous work deﬁned a
relation between the two calculi, while our work deﬁnes a transformation from the -
calculus into the weak linear calculus, thus being more useful for program transformation.
Another signiﬁcant difference in our work is that we map terms into the weak linear -
calculus, and with this we have preservation of normal forms after the transformation.
In [11] the relation was made with the linear -calculus and thus normal forms were not
preserved.
Another approach to the linearization of the -calculus was made by Kfoury in [16].
Kfoury embedded the -calculus into a larger calculus, denoted ∧ with a new notion of
reduction, denoted ∧. In the new calculus ∧, in every function application, an argument
is used at most once. He also deﬁned the notion of contraction of a term in the new calculus,
giving a -term. This last notion gave a way of transforming terms in the new calculus into
terms of the -calculus, however, it was not presented a direct deﬁnition of a transformation
of -terms into terms of the new calculus. The relation between the two calculus was made
indirectly saying that the well-formed terms of the new calculus were the ones for which
there is a contraction in the -calculus. We deﬁne directly a transformation from -terms
to weak linear terms and simulate the -calculus by a subset of the -calculus and not by a
non-standard calculus.
The type systemused in our paperwas used (withminor differences) before in [17] and [2],
as a restricted form of intersection type inference for terms resulting from a simpliﬁcation
process of arbitrary terms.
Girard presented in [12] a translation from intuitionistic logic into linear logic. This work
was extended for programming languages in several other works [1,19,23,8,9,20]. There
is a fundamental difference between these previous papers on linear logic and our work.
These previous translations were all made into a language that allows duplication to some
extent (using the standard exponential modality of linear logic !), while our transformation
is made into the weak linear -calculus where duplication is forbidden.
The work presented here is an extended and revised version of [3].
3. Preliminaries
In this paper we will follow notation, terminology and conventions presented by
Barendregt in [7].
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Deﬁnition 1. Let x range over an inﬁnite set of variables. The set of -terms,  is
deﬁned as
M,N ∈  ::= x | x.M | MN
Familiarity is assumed with conventions for omitting parentheses in -terms, with the
notions of free and bound variables, the variable name convention, the notion of substitution,
and the notion of normal form. FV(M), denotes the set of free variables of M.
A context C is a term with a single occurrence of the symbol [ ]; the result of replacing [ ]
by the termM in C is denoted by C[M]. We use vector notation 
P for a sequence of terms
P1 . . . Pn (where n0).
We use the usual notation of contraction (x.M)N → M[N/x]which relates (x.M)N
(the -redex) with M[N/x] (its contractum). The one step reduction relation → is the
compatible closure (relative to some set of contexts) of the contraction. The reduction
relation is the reﬂexive, transitive closure of→. We assume that the reader is familiar
with elementary properties about -reduction and substitution and some of them will be
used implicitly. NF is the set of terms in -normal form.
Deﬁnition 2. A reduction (path) is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence
M0 → M1 → M2 → · · ·
Deﬁnition 3. The reduction graph of a termM is a set {N ∈  | MN} directed by→
(if several redexes give rise toM0 → M1, then that many directed arcs connectM0 toM1
in the reduction graph of M).
A termM is strongly normalizable if there is no inﬁnite reduction path starting withM. If
M is strongly normalizable, the maximal depth of a reduction fromM is called the reduction
depth of M, and denoted depth(M).
Deﬁnition 4. The length of a term M is deﬁned as follows:
• length(x) = 1;
• length(MN) = length(M)+ length(N)+ 1;
• length(x.M) = length(M)+ 1.
4. The weak linear lambda calculus
Here we deﬁne and show the main properties of the weak linear -calculus.
Deﬁnition 5 (Weak linear terms). A -term M is weak linear iff every redex (x.P )Q, in
the reduction graph of M, is such that x occurs at most once in P.
We show that weak linear terms are easy to normalize. In fact every reduction from a
weak linear term reduces the length of the term, thus the length of the term gives a bound
to the depth of the term.
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Proposition 6. For weak linear -terms, contracting a redex reduces the length of a term.
Proposition 7 (Strong normalization). If M is a weak linear -term, then a reduction path
starting at M cannot have more reduction steps than the length of M. Hence, every weak
linear -term has a normal form.
Note that deciding if a term is linear is easy by inspecting the term syntactic tree. However,
the deﬁnition of weak linear term relies on the reduction graph of the term, thus it is not
direct to decide if a -term is weak linear or not. We show that this is still possible in time
polynomial in the size of the term. The proof of this result relies on Proposition 7, and on
the next lemma. The relevance of the next lemma is that it guarantees that we do not need to
check every redex in the reduction graph ofM, but only redexes in one particular path: the
path corresponding to a maximal reduction strategy fromM. The result and some auxiliary
deﬁnitions now follow.
A reduction strategy is a map F : → , such thatM → F(M), ifM is not in normal
form and F(M) = M , otherwise. F is maximal if the minimum number of applications of
F needed to reach the normal form is equal to the length of the longest ﬁnite reduction path
from M to normal form.
Deﬁnition 8. The F-reduction path from M is the reduction path
M → F(M)→ F 2(M)→ . . .
The following strategy is due to Barendregt et al. [7,6] and was proved to be maximal
in [22].
Deﬁnition 9. F∞ is deﬁned as follows:
F∞(x 
PQ 
R) = x 
PF∞(Q) 
R if 
P ∈ NF,Q /∈ NF
F∞(x.P ) = x.F∞(P )
F∞(x.P )Q 
R = P [Q/x] 
R if x ∈ FV(P ), or Q ∈ NF
F∞(x.P )Q 
R = (x.P )F∞(Q) 
R if x /∈ FV(P ), and Q /∈ NF
Deﬁnition 10. Given a reduction path t and an integer k, let tk (t bounded by k) be equal
to t , if its length is less or equal to k, or the ﬁrst k steps in t otherwise.
Deﬁnition 11. Given a -term M , the maximal number of reductions steps from M until
the ﬁrst non-linear redex is reached is called the non-linear depth ofM .
Proposition 12. The non-linear depth of any -term M is ﬁnite.
Lemma 13. Let M be -term and t be the F∞-reduction path from M. Then M is weak
linear if and only if every redex in t is linear.
Proof. The left to right implication is trivial by the deﬁnition of weak linear term. The right
to left implication is equivalent to the implication: IfM is not weak linear then there exists
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a non-linear redex in t . We will prove the previous implication by induction on the pair
(non-linear depth ofM, length(M)).
(1) M ≡ x 
PQ 
R. Let the ﬁrst non-linear reduction fromM be in the reduction path ofQ.
Then in t , 
P are ﬁrst reduced linearly and then Q is reduced. The result follows by
induction hypothesis forQ.
(2) M ≡ x.P . The result follows by induction.
(3) M ≡ (x.P )Q 
R with x ∈ FV(P ) or Q ∈ NF. If x occurs more than once in P the
result holds trivially. Otherwise, by induction on the non-linear depth of M the result
holds for P [Q/x] 
R. Thus, by the deﬁnition of F∞, it also holds forM .
(4) M ≡ (x.P )Q 
R with x ∈ FV(P ) and Q /∈ NF. Suppose that the ﬁrst non-linear
redex appears in the reduction ofQ. Then the result follows by induction on the size of
the term. Otherwise notice that in t ,Q will be normalized ﬁrst and then erased leading
to P 
R. Now the result follows by induction on the non-linear depth ofM . 
We now show that deciding if a term is weak linear is as easy as deciding if a term is
linear, i.e., it is decidable in polynomial time.
Theorem 14. Given a -termM , one can decide if M is weak linear in time polynomial in
the length of M.
Proof. Let k = length(M) and t be the F∞-reduction path fromM . Let N be the last term
in tk . If N is in normal form then by the previous lemma, just check if tk has or not a non-
linear redex. If N is not in normal form then N is not weak linear because, by Proposition
7, every weak linear term is normalizable with a number of steps less or equal to k. 
5. Type inference for the weak linear lambda calculus
Here we present a type system that types every weak linear term. Note that closed linear
terms are typed in the Simple Type System [15], but the same does not happen with weak
linear terms. In this case functions that are never applied may not be linear. For example
the term x.xx is weak linear and it is not typable in the Simple Type System. The type
system described in this section, here called TW type system, is based on intersection types
[10]. Note that the previous term, x.xx, is typed by intersection types with type (( →
)∩ )→ . We use intersections only to type abstractions, and when typing applications
the function part cannot have a domain denoted by an intersection. This is enough to type
every weak linear term keeping the decidability of the type inference problem.
5.1. A type system for weak linear terms
Deﬁnition 15. An inﬁnite set of type-variables is assumed to be given. Intersection types
are expressions deﬁned thus:
(1) each type-variable is a type;
(2) if  and 1 . . . n are types (for n1) then (1 ∩ · · · ∩ n → ) is a type.
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In the previous deﬁnition∩ is assumed to be an associative, commutative and idempotent
operator.
Deﬁnition 16. A type environment is a ﬁnite set of pairs of the form x : , where x is a
term variable (called the subject) and  is a type. The set of subjects of a type environment
B will be called Subjects(B).
Deﬁnition 17. The TW system is deﬁned by
VAR {x : }x : 
ABS-I
A ∪ {x : 1, . . . , x : n}M : 
Ax.M : 1 ∩ · · · ∩ n →  if x ∈ FV(M) (a)
ABS-K
AM : 
Ax.M : →  if x /∈ FV(M)
APP
A1M : →  A2N : 
A1 ∪ A2MN : 
(a) If x : 1, . . . , x : n are all and nothing but statements about x on which A ∪ {x :
1, . . . , x : n} M :  depends.
M :  is derivable from an environment A in the TW type system, notation A M : , if
and only if it is obtained using the previous rules. Note that in TW intersections only appear
in the ABS-I rule, thus in type derivations, intersection types can only appear in the types
of abstractions which are not applied.
Example 18. In system TW we have (x.xx) : (∩ (→ ))→  but (x.xx)(x.x) is
not typable.
Lemma 19. For any termM , if A M : , then Subjects(A) = FV(M).
Proof. By a straightforward structural induction onM . 
Lemma 20. LetM be aweak linear -term of the formM ≡ (x.P )Q andM∗ ≡ P [Q/x].
Let B M∗ : . Then:
(1) If x occurs free in P , then ∃B ′ .B ′ M : ;
(2) If x does not occur free in P , and ∃B ′′,.B ′′ Q :  then ∃B ′ .B ′ M : .
Proof.
(1) By Lemma 19, B = B ′ ∪ B ′′ and
B ′ ∪ B ′′ P [Q/x] : , (1)
where Subjects(B ′) = FV(P ) \ {x} and Subjects(B ′′) = FV(Q). This derivation con-
tains a sub-derivation of the form:
B ′′ Q : . (2)
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In (1), the assumption Q :  is only used once, since P only contains one x. If we
replaceQ by x through (1), we get the deduction
B ′ ∪ {x : } P : . (3)
Rule (ABS) can be applied to (3) to get
B ′x.P : →  (4)
and then by (2) and rule (APP) we haveM : .
(2) Argue as in 1, but use the assumed-to-be-given type derivation forQ instead of (2).

Theorem 21. Every weak linear term M is typable in system TW .
Proof. We will use induction on (depth(M), length(M)). Note that any -term has exactly
one of the following forms:
(1) x1 . . . xn.xM1 . . .Mp, (n0, p0),
(2) x1 . . . xn.(x.M)M1 . . .Mp (n0, p1).
We now proceed by cases:
(1)M ≡ x1 . . . xn.xM1 . . .Mp, with x = x1, . . . , xn. By induction we have:
A1 M1 : 1, . . . , ApMp : p
By successive applications of the APP rule, we have:
A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ap ∪ {x : 1 → · · · → p → }xM1 . . .Mp : 
LetA beA1∪· · ·∪Ap∪{x : 1 → · · · → p → }where we remove the type assignments
for xi , (1 in). Then, by successive applications of the ABS rule we have:
Ax1 . . . xn.xM1 . . .Mp : 1 → · · · → n → 
where i is the intersection of the set of all types declared for xi in A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ap if such
declarations exist, or a fresh type variable if it does not exist.
(2)M ≡ x1 . . . xn.xiM1 . . .Mp. Similar to the previous case.
(3)M ≡ x1 . . . xm.(x.N)PN1 . . . Nn. By induction:
A1 P : 
and
A2 N [P/x]N1 . . . Nn : 
We claim that there is a type environmentA′ such thatA′  (x.N)PN1 . . . Nn : . LetA be
A′ where we remove the type assignments for xi , (1 im). By successive applications
of the ABS rule we have:
AM : 1 → · · · → m → 
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where each i is the intersection of the set of all types declared for xi inA′ if such declarations
exist, or a fresh type variable if it does not exist. Our claim is proved by induction on n
where the base case is Lemma 20. 
Note that the other direction of Theorem 21 does not hold. For example, the term (f x.
f (f x))(y.y) is not weak linear and it has type →  in TW .
5.2. A type inference algorithm
The type inference algorithm presented here is a generalization of Hindley’s algorithm
for Simple Types [13,15]. The main difference to the Simple Type System is that type
declarations for the same variable in the environment may not be unique, and abstractions
are typable even when types of their formal parameter do not unify.
In the following deﬁnition let ++ stand for the concatenation of two lists and giving a list
of pairs , of the form x : , where x is a variable and  a type, let types(x,) mean the
list of types associated to x in .
Deﬁnition 22. Let UNIFY be Robinson’s uniﬁcation algorithm [21]. Let x denote the
result of excluding from  any assumptions about x. Given a  term M , we deﬁne the
function I(M) = (, ), where  is a list of pairs of the form x : , and  is a type, thus:
(1) IfM = x then I(M) = ([x : ], ) where  is a type variable.
(2) IfM = x.N then:
• If I(N) = (′, ) and types(x,′) = [ ], then I(x.N) = (′, → ) where  is a
new type variable.
• If I(N) = (′, ) and types(x,′) = [1, . . . , n], then I(x.N) = (′x, 1 ∩ · · · ∩
n → ).
(3) IfM = M1M2 then I(M) = (S(1 ++ 2), S()) where:
• I(M1) = (1, 1);
• I(M2) = (2, 2);
• S = UNIFY(1, 2 → ) ( is a new type variable).
Theorem 23.
(1) I(M) = (,) if and only ifM is typable in system TW .
(2) I(M) terminates in time polynomial in the size ofM .
Proof. (Sketch) For the ﬁrst part we must show that I(M) = (,) ⇒ M is typable in
system TW and B M :  ⇒ ∃A,.I(M) = (A,). The ﬁrst point is proved by induction
on the structure of M . In the proof of the second point we claim that if B M :  then
I(M) = (A,) and there are permutations p1, p2 and a substitution S such that p1(A) =
A′, p2(′) = ′ ∧S(A′,′) = (B, ). The second part of the theorem follows noticing that
uniﬁcation is PTIME-complete and that the inference algorithm analyzes each subterm at
most once. 
Theorem 23 shows that weak linear terms are easy to analyze using intersection
types. Note that general intersection type systems are not decidable [10] and known
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restrictions of these systems have exponential type inference [17]. Weak linear terms are a
class where the type inference problem, using intersection types, is decidable in polynomial
time.
6. Transformation into weak linear terms
Aswe saw before, the transformation from -terms into weak linear terms, has to know in
advance that subterms of the form (x.M) andN are going to be the function and argument
part of a redex in the future, i.e. (x.M)N is a virtual redex. To deal with this complicated
issue we make use of legal paths. Legal paths were introduced by Asperti and Laneve [5]
as a characterization based on paths of Lévy’s redex families in the context of optimal
reductions for the -calculus. They provide a static characterization of virtual redexes and
revealed to be quite useful for program transformation.
6.1. The labeled -calculus and legal paths
Here we give a brief overview of the labeled -calculus and legal paths along the lines
presented in [5].
6.1.1. The labeled -calculus
The labeled -calculus is an extension of the -calculus, proposed by Lévy in [18]. In the
rest of the paper, we will use x, y, z, . . . to range over variables, a, b, c, . . . to range over
atomic labels, l, l1, l2, . . . to range over labels, and 	,
,, . . . to range over paths.
Deﬁnition 24. Let a range over an inﬁnite set of atomic labels. The set of labels, L is
deﬁned as
l1, l2 ∈ L ::= a | l1l2 | l1 | l2.
Deﬁnition 25. Let x range over an inﬁnite set of variables V , and l over an inﬁnite set of
labels L. The set of labeled -terms, LV is deﬁned as
M,N ∈ LV ::= xl | (MN)l | (x.M)l.
We make the same assumptions regarding free and bound variables, as in the -calculus,
and we also assume that all the labels in a labeled -term are pairwise distinct.
Labeled -reduction is the following rule (note that l0 · (T )l1 = (T )l0l1 ):
((x.M)l0N)l1 → l1 · l0 ·M[l0 ·N/x],
where the label l0 is the degree of the redex ((x.M)l0N)l1 .
Example 26. M = ((x.((xe(y.(yhyi)g)f )dvj )c)b(w.(z.(wn(wpzq)o)m)l)k)a has the
graph representation given by Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Labeled -term.
Labels provide an approach to the notion of computation as a travel along a path. Note
that every label trivially deﬁnes a path in the syntactic tree of the term [5].
Deﬁnition 27. If l is a label of an edge generated along some reduction fromM , the path
of l inM is inductively deﬁned as follows:
path(a) = a
path(l1l2) = path(l1) · path(l2)
path(l) = path(l)
path(l) = (path(l))r
where 	1 · 	2 means concatenation of the two paths (in the following we will sometimes
omit ·), and 	r is the path obtained by reversing 	.
6.1.2. Legal paths
Different degrees of redexes correspond to different paths in the original term. Legal
paths are a characterization of paths yielded by degrees. Legal paths are obtained by suitably
constraining another type of paths which are the well balanced paths (wbp).
Deﬁnition 28. Well balanced paths are inductively deﬁned in the following way
(see Fig. 2):
• (base case) The function edge of any application, is a well balanced path.
• (-composition) Let 
 be a wbp of type @-x whose ending variable is bound to a -node
c and 	 be a wbp of type @- coming into c. Then 
 · (	)r · u is a wbp, where u is the
argument edge of the initial node of 	;
• (@-composition) Let 
 be a wbp of type @-@ ending into a node d and 	 a wbp of type
@- leading from d to some -node c. Then 
 ·	 ·u is a wbp, where u outgoes c towards
its body.
The type @-? where ? can be , @ or x (variable) is determined by the type of the node
where the wbp ends.
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Fig. 2. Well balanced paths.
Example 29. The set of wbp (of the form path : type) of the -term M of Fig. 1 is
given by
Initial paths:
{b : @-, d : @-@, e : @-x, h : @-x, n : @-x, p : @-x}.
Applying (-composition) to the initial paths, and (@-composition) to the new paths
we get,
{e · b · k : @-, d · e b k · l : @− }.
Again by (-composition) and (@-composition) we get
{n · k b e · f : @-, p · k b e · f : @-}.
After one more iteration
{h · f e b k n · o : @-x, h · f e b k p · q : @-x}.
Finally
{h f e b k n o · p k b e f · g : @-@, h f e b k p q · l k b e d · j : @-x}.
Thus, the set of wbp of type @- is given by
{b : @-, e · b · k : @-, d · e b k · l : @-, n · k b e · f : @-, p · k b e · f : @-}.
Asperti and Laneve presented two other kinds of paths in a term needed to deﬁne
legal paths.
Deﬁnition 30. Let 	 be a wbp.
• (v-cycles) Let v be the label of a variable edge. A v-cycle (over v) is a cyclic subpath of
the form v(	)r@
@	v where 	 is a wbp and 
 is a @-cycle.
• (@-cycles) A @-cycle, over an @ node with argument subterm N , is a subpath 
 that
starts and ends with the argument edge of the@-node, and composed of subpaths internal
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to the argument N and v-cycles over free variables of N . A particular case of @-cycle
is a cycle starting from and ending to the argument edge p of a @-node (the negative
auxiliary port), and internal to the argument N of the application (i.e. not traversing
variables which are free in N).
Example 31. The wbp h f e b k p q l k b e d j , of type @-x of Example 29 has a v-cycle
eb@k p q l k@be and a @-cycle @k p q l k@.
Proposition 32. Let	 be awbpwith a@-cycle@
@.Then	 can be uniquely decomposed
as
12@
@(3)r4,
where both 2 and 3 are wbp’s. The paths 2 and 3 are called the call and return paths of
the @-cycle 
. The last label of 1 and the ﬁrst label of 4 are named the discriminants of
the call and return paths, respectively.
In [5] the legality condition for wbp was stated as:
Deﬁnition 33. A wbp is a legal path if and only if the call and return paths of any@-cycle
are one the reversed of the other and their discriminants are equal.
Example 34. The wbp’s of Example 29 are all legal. Note that in the only path having a
@-cycle h f e b k p q l k b e d j , the call and return paths of the cycle are both b (thus one
is the reverse of the other), and the discriminants are both e.
The two following theorems were proved in [5].
Theorem 35. Every path yielded by the degree of a redex is a legal path.
Theorem 36. For any legal path 	 of type @- in a term M , there exists a degree l of a
redex originated along some reduction ofM such that path(l) = 	.
Example 37. Consider the labeled -term of Fig. 1. Let ′=(y.(yhyi)g)f and P=(w.
(z.(wn(wpzq)o)m)l). After one labeled reduction we get the -term ((P e b k′)dvj )a b c.
The path yielded by the degree e b k of the redex (P e b k′)d , is e b k and it is the legal
path of type @- starting in the application node having ′ as argument subterm and
ending in P .
Also note that e b k is an actual path, in the graph in Fig. 1, when we assume that bound
variables (x) are explicitly connected to their binders (x).
6.2. Term transformation
Here we present a transformation from arbitrary -terms into weak linear terms. We
ﬁrst prove some lemmas which are going to be used in the proof of the correctness of the
transformation.
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Lemma 38. M is a strongly normalizable term iff the set LP of legal paths of type@- in
M is ﬁnite.
Proof. We prove the two directions separately.
⇐ Suppose that the set of legal paths ofM is not ﬁnite. By Theorem 36 there is an inﬁnite
number of paths yielded by degrees of redexes. Thus, there is an inﬁnite reduction of M ,
which means thatM is not strongly normalizable.
⇒ Suppose thatM is not strongly normalizable. Let us choose a reduction ofM that does
not stop. That reductionwill cause an inﬁnite number of paths yielded by degrees of redexes.
Thus, by Theorem 35, an inﬁnite number of legal paths. 
Deﬁnition 39. Let M be a -term, LP be the set of legal paths of M , and S1 is the set of
initial paths, and paths obtained from those by @-composition (corresponding to explicit
and implicit redexes in M). We deﬁne the chain of dependencies between legal paths of
type @- in LP as S1  S2  · · ·  Sn  · · · such that the legal paths in Si are build by
-composition from the paths in the sets S1, . . . , Si−1 and @-composition from the paths
in Si .
Deﬁnition 40. Let M be a -term, and LP be the set of legal paths of M . The function
next_non_linear(M) returns a pair of labels (l, k), where l is the abstraction node where the
next non-linear legal path, of type @-, in the chain of legal paths built from LP , ends and
k is the function edge of the application node where it starts. If every legal path is linear,
next_non_linear(M) =⊥ .
Basicallynext_non_linear(M) returns the labelswhich identify the next non-linear virtual
redex.
Example 41. For the -termM in Fig. 1, with the setLP , of legal paths of type@-, given
in Example 29 the chain of legal paths is
{b}  {e · b · k, d · e b k · l}  {n · k b e · f, p · k b e · f }
thus the result of next_non_linear(M) is (k, e).
Lemma 42. IfM is a -term and (l, k) = next_non_linear(M), then the only application
node such that there is a legal path	 of type@- ending in l is the application with function
edge, labeled k.
Proof. Suppose there are legal paths 	1 and 	2 both ﬁnishing in the abstraction (x.P )l
and starting in two different application nodes. Thus there are two different degrees l1 l2
of redexes (having the abstraction labeled l as left side) originated along some reduction of
M such that path(li) = 	i (i = 1, 2). If (x.P )l appears as the left side of two different
redexes, then (x.P )l was duplicated by some reduction previous to l1 and l2. Thus, there
is a non-linear legal path previous to 	1 and 	2, in which case l would not be the result of
next_non_linear(M). 
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Example 43. Consider the chain of legal paths of type @- in Example 41. We have
next_non_linear(M) = (k, e), and the application node whose function edge is e is the
only application node for which there is a legal path 	 ending in k.
Deﬁnition 44 (One step of the transformation). Let M be a -term. We deﬁne the term
L(M), that results from linearizing the next non-linear abstraction (x.P )l ofM . Let n be
the number of occurrences of x in P :
L(M) =
{
M if next_non_linear(M) =⊥,
Ml otherwise,
where
• (l, k) = next_non_linear(M);
• M ′ = replace(l,M), where replace(l,M) replaces the abstraction (x.P )l in M by
(x1. . . . (xn.P ∗)ln · · ·)l1 , and P ∗ results from replacing the ith occurrence of x in P by
the fresh variable xi (i = 1, . . . , n).
• Ml = replace_n(k, n,M ′), where replace_n(k, n,M ′) is the function that replaces the
term (QkNm)j by ((· · · (Qk1 Nm1) · · ·)knNmn)j︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(see Fig. 3).
Remark 45. Note that the labels in each copy of N are such that, if N has a label c inM ,
there is a label ci in the ith copy of N inMl .
Example 46. LetM be the -term in Fig. 1. The term that results from expanding the ﬁrst
non-linear path (e · b · k) inM , L(M) is given by Fig. 4.
Deﬁnition 47 (Transformation into weak linear terms). LetM be a -term. We deﬁne the
following function:
T (M) =
{
M if all_linear(M),
T (L(M)) otherwise
The function all_linear(M) returns true if all the legal paths of type @- in M end in a
linear abstraction, and false otherwise.
Example 48. Let  = y.yy and D = y1y2.y1y2. LetM = (x.xv) (wz.w (wz)) be
the term represented in Fig. 1. Let us follow the transformation in some detail. We will omit
the labels of the terms, except the ones needed to follow the example. We ﬁrst linearize
the abstraction (wz.w(wz))k and duplicate the argument of xe corresponding to the ﬁrst
non-linear abstraction on the chain of paths in Example 41, (e · b · k), to get the term
in Fig. 4.
T (M) = T ((x.xf1f2v)(w1.(w2z.w1(w2z))k2)k1).
After one more step, linearizing f1 , we get:
T ((x.xDv)(w1w2z.w1(w2z)(w2z))).
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Fig. 3. Expansion of an abstraction.
Now the abstractions labeled by k2 and l in (w2.(z.w1(w2z)(w2z))l)k2 which were linear,
became non-linear thus, after one more step we get:
T ((x.xDv)(w1w2w3z.w1(w2z)(w3z))).
Linearizing z.w1(w2z)(w3z) we get
T ((x.xDf1f21f22vv)(w1w2w3z1z2.w1(w2z1)(w3z2))).
The next non-linear abstraction is the copy of  labeled by f21, thus we get:
T ((x.xDDvv)(w1w2w3z1z2.w1(w2z1z1)(w3z2))).
The abstraction (z1z2.w1(w2z1z1)(w3z2)) becomes non-linear, thus, after a few more
steps, we get:
= T ((x.xDDvvv)(w1w2w3z1z3z2.w1(w2z1z3)(w3z2)))
= T ((x.xDDDvvvv)(w1w2w3z1z3z2z4.w1(w2z1z3)(w3z2z4)))
= (x.xDDDvvvv)(w1w2w3z1z2z3z4.w1(w2z1z2)(w3z3z4)).
Now all the legal paths of type @- are linear, thus the transformation terminates. Note
that nf(M) = (vv)(vv) = nf(T (M)). As we shall prove later, preservation of normal forms
holds for every term.
6.3. Correctness
Herewe show that the transformation preserves normal forms. The proof relies on the next
lemma, which basically, relates the legal paths of the original term and of the transformed
term.
Lemma 49. IfL(M) = ML, let (l, k) = next_non_linear(M) andN the subtermargument
of the application node having k as function edge. Then the set PL of legal paths ofML is
such that:
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Fig. 4. TermM , of Fig. 1, after one step of transformation.
(1) If 	 is a legal path internal to N , then 	i (i = 1 . . . n) is a legal path in the ith copy of
N inML;
(2) If 	 is a legal path with a @-cycle in N (starting and ending outside N ), then 	′ is a
legal path with a cycle in a copy of N inML;
(3) If 	 is a legal path not internal but starting and ending in N , then 	′ is a legal path
starting and ending in a copy of N inML;
(4) If 	 is a legal path starting/ending in N , then 	′ is a legal path starting/ending in a
copy of N inML, and ending/starting in the same edge;
(5) If	 = k
l is the legal path inM of type@- ending in (x.P )l , then inML, there are n
paths of type@- ending respectively in (x1 . . . xn.P ∗)l1 , (x2 . . . xn.P ∗)l2 , . . . , (xn.
P ∗)ln , and starting respectively in k1, k2, . . . , kn, (n1);
(6) If 	 is a legal path in M of any type, external to N , then there is a legal path of the
same type inML, starting and ending in the same edges.
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the number of recursive calls of the algorithm
for building legal paths. This is a tedious case analysis and the complete proof is written in
Appendix B. 
Example 50. LetM be the labeled term in Fig. 1, andML (the term obtained fromM after
one step of transformation) in Fig. 4.
Given the legal path of M , h, we have the corresponding legal paths h1 and h2 in ML.
This illustrates point 1 of Lemma 49.
For point 5 of the same lemma, notice that given the legal path e b k ofM , we have two
legal paths e1 b k1 and e2 e1 b k1 k2 isML.
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The next theorem guarantees that the transformation maps terms into the weak linear
-calculus.
Theorem 51. If T (M) = N , then N is weak linear.
Proof. If T (M) terminates then the set of legal paths (of type @-) in N , is a ﬁnite set of
linear legal paths. Since only the abstraction nodes which are the end of a legal path appear
as the left side of a redex along a reduction ofN (that follows from Theorem 35), and being
all those abstractions linear, then no reduction starting from N duplicates arguments. Thus
N is weak linear. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of correctness of the transformation.
Lemma 52. Let r be a reduction sequence from a termM using the normal order reduction
strategy (i.e., at each step do the leftmost outermost-reduction).Let be a-redex reduced
in another reduction sequence of M and such that  is not reduced in r . Then there exists
a -redex ′ reduced in r such that
′ ≡ (x.P ) and x ∈ FV(P )
Proof. Suppose that  is not reduced in r and that  is not erased in r (by a redex of the
form ′). Then  must be a subterm of the normal form ofM , which is absurd, because it
is a -redex, thus it cannot be a subterm of a term in -normal form. 
The next lemma shows that the transformation preserves normal forms. Not that this is not
possible if the mapping was into the linear -calculus (as it was shown in the introduction
of the paper).
Lemma 53. If L(M) = N , and both N andM have a normal form, then nf(M) = nf(N).
Proof. Notice that the normal order reduction strategy is normalizing, i.e., if there is a
normal form ofM then it can be reached using the normal order strategy of reduction. Now
let (x.P ) be the abstraction labeled l, where l = next_non_linear(M), and choose the
normal order reduction ofM . We then have two cases:
1. The expanded abstraction appears in the normal reduction sequence:
M → · · · → (x.P )Q→ [Q/x]P → · · · → nf(M)
By Lemma 49, we have
N → · · · → (x1 . . . xn.P ∗)Q . . .Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
→∗ [Q/x1, . . . ,Q/xn]P ∗.
But [Q/x1, . . . ,Q/xn]P ∗ = [Q/x]P , thus [Q/x1, . . . ,Q/xn]P ∗ → · · · → nf(M). Thus
nf(N) = nf(M).
2. If the expanded abstraction does not appear in the normal reduction sequence of M
then, use Lemma 52 to get a similar result. 
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Theorem 54. If T (M) = N , then nf(M) = nf(N).
Proof. Easy by induction on the number of recursive calls of T , and using Lemma 53. 
Remark 55. Note that weak linear terms normalize in time polynomial in the size of the
term. This means that if the original termM normalizes in exponential time, our transforma-
tion will increase the size ofM exponentially (because the result term will be normalizable
in polynomial time). It is interesting to note that weak linearization transfers the complexity
of the term from the reduction level to the size level.
We now show that if the transformation halts then the original term is strongly normal-
izable.
Theorem 56. If T (M) = N , thenM is strongly normalizable.
Proof. If T (M) terminates then the set of legal paths of N is ﬁnite. By Lemma 49, it is
easy to verify that the number of legal paths in T (M) is greater or equal to the number of
legal paths inM , thus the set of legal paths ofM is ﬁnite, which means, by Lemma 38, that
M is strongly normalizable. 
The converse implication remains an open problem. Note that the transformationmay not
terminate. In every example tested, the non-termination of T (M) arises when the reduction
ofM itself may not terminate.
Example 57. Let  = x.xx, D = x1x2.x1x2, and  = . We have:
T ()= T (D) = T (x1x2.x1x2x2)D)
= T (x1x2x3.x1x2x3)D) = T (x1x2x3.x1x2x3x3)DD)
= T (x1x2x3x4.x1x2x3x4)DD) = · · ·
Since the set of legal paths of  is not ﬁnite, T () never terminates. This is somehow
expected since, apparently, the only cause of non-termination of the transformation process
is the existence of an inﬁnite number of legal paths (which can only happen when the term
is not strongly normalizable).
Weconjecture that our transformation terminates if andonly if the term is strongly normal-
izable. The left-to-right implication is proved in Theorem 56. The right-to-left implication
requires a more detailed analysis of the interaction between reductions of the initial term
and of the transformed term, and it is left for future work.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced the notion of weak linearization, developed its basic properties,
established its relationshipwith legal paths and used it to show that it is possible to transform
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terms into a class of terms where every applied function is linear, while still preserving
normal forms.
It would be interesting to study in which extent can our transformation be applied to
a compilation from a sharing machine to a copying machine. Some suggestions in this
direction follow: our transformation only terminates if the term is strongly normalizable,
thus it may loop in some situations (see Example 57). It would be interesting to explore
partial weak linearization, where the transformation halts after a certain depth. For a sufﬁ-
ciently large depth this could lead to decidable restrictions usable in practice. Applying our
technique to a programming language could also be simpliﬁed if one considers deﬁnition
of weak linear terms parametrized by a particular reduction strategy and not by the whole
reduction graph of the term. A promising line of research is to study the impact of choosing
different reduction strategies in the transformation algorithm.
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Appendix A.
Proof of completeness of type inference for the weak linear -calculus
Deﬁnition 58 (Nested permutations). Let [1, . . . ,n], be a list of types. We deﬁne nested
permutation p as follows:
• p() = 
• p([1, . . . , n]) = [1, . . . ,n] if ∃p1 . . . pn.pi(i ) = ′i and
permut([′1, . . . , ′n]) = [1, . . . ,n].
where permut([1, . . . ,n]) gives a permutation of [1, . . . ,n].
• p(→ ) = ′ → ′ if ∃p1, p2.p1() = ′ and p2() = ′.
Remark 59. By abuse of notation we will sometimes write L = S where L is a list and S
is a set. This corresponds formally to toSet(L) = S, where toSet is a function that makes
a set from a list of elements, i.e., in toSet(L) the order of the elements becomes irrelevant
and we do not distinguish repetitions.
Theorem 60 (Completeness). B M :  ⇒ I(M) = (A,) and there are nested permu-
tations p1, p2 and a substitution S, such that p1(A) = A′, p2(′) = ′ and S(A′,′) =
(B, ).
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the derivation tree of B M : .
(1) M = x. Let p1 = p2 = id and S = {/}.
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(2) M = x.N and x ∈ FV(N). In this case  = 1 ∩ · · · ∩ n →  and the previous step
of the type derivation is:
B ∪ {x : 1, . . . , x : n}
By the I.H.
I(M) = (A, ) and
∃p3, p4, S. p3(A) = A′, p4() = ′ and
S(A′, ′) = (B ∪ {x : 1, . . . , x : n}, ).
By rule 2 of the type inference algorithm:
I(x.N) = (Ax, 1 ∩ · · · ∩ n → ) where types(A, x) = [1, . . . , n].
Now let
p1(1 ∩ · · · ∩ n → ) = p3(1 ∩ · · · ∩ n)→ p4()
and
p2(A) = p3(A).
With this choice of p1, p2 and S the result follows.
(3) M = x.N and x ∈ FV(N). Similar to the previous case.
(4) M = M1M2. In this case we have B1 ∪ B2M1M2 : . The previous steps in the type
derivation are:
B1M1 : ′ →  and B2M2 : ′.
By the I.H. we have:
I(M1) = (A1, 1) I(M2) = (A2, 2)
(3) p3(A1) = A′1 p5(A2) = A′2 (4)
(5) p4(1) = ′1 p6(2) = ′2
(1) S1(A′1, 
′
1) = (B1, ′ → ) S2(A′2, ′2) = (B2, ′) (2)
Equalities (1) and (2) imply that the left hand side of ′1, and 
′
2 unify with the m.g.u.
S′′. Thus it is also true that
S′′ = UNIFY(′1, ′2 → ) (7)
where  is a fresh variable. Note that S1 ◦ S2 is also a uniﬁer but less general (or equal)
than S′′.
Now by the type inference algorithm we have
I(M1M2) = (S′(A1++A2), S′()) where
S′ = UNIFY(1, 2 → ) (9)
The result follows by choosing:
• p1(S′(A1 ++A2)) = p3(S′A1) ++ p5(S′A2) = S′A′1 ++ S′A′2 by (3), (4) and noting
that p(A) = B ⇒ p(SA) = SB.
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• p2 = p4. In this case we have by (5)
p4(1) = ′1 ⇒ p4(S′1) = S′′1 (8)
and by (8), p4(S′) = S′′. This happens because by (7) S′′ = UNIFY(′1, ′2 → ),
thus S′′() is equal to the right hand side of S′′1 and noting that, by (9), S′ is the
right hand side of S′1.
Now by (1) we have S1(S′′) = , thus just choose S = S1 ◦ S2. Now note that
S1 ◦ S2(p1(S′(A1++A2)), p4(S′))= S1 ◦ S2(S′A′1++S′A′2, S′′)
= (B1++B2, )
because type variables in A′1 and A′2 are disjoint and S1 has effect only in variables
in A′1 and S2 in variables in A′2. 
Appendix B.
Proof of Lemma 49
Lemma 49. If L(M) = ML, let (l, k) = next_non_linear(LP) and N the subterm ar-
gument of the expanded application node, then the set PL of legal paths of ML is such
that:
(1) If 	 is a legal path internal to N , then 	i (i = 1 . . . n) is a legal path in the ith copy of
N inML;
(2) If 	 is a legal path with a @-cycle in N (starting and ending outside N ), then 	′ is a
legal path with a cycle in a copy of N inML;
(3) If 	 is a legal path not internal but starting and ending in N , then 	′ is a legal path
starting and ending in a copy of N inML;
(4) If 	 is a legal path starting/ending in N , then 	′ is a legal path starting/ending in a
copy of N inML, and ending/starting in the same edge;
(5) If	 = k
l is the legal path inM of type@- ending in (x.P )l , then inML, there are n
paths of type@- ending respectively in (x1 . . . xn.P ∗)l1 , (x2 . . . xn.P ∗)l2 , . . . , (xn.
P ∗)ln , and starting respectively in k1, k2, . . . , kn, (n1);
(6) If 	 is a legal path in M of any type, external to N , then there is a legal path of the
same type inML, starting and ending in the same edges.
Proof. By induction on the steps of the algorithm of legal paths.
• (base case) We consider the paths marked at the beginning of the algorithm, which are
single edges from application nodes to variables, abstractions or other application nodes.
(1) For every label a inN inM , there is a label ai (i = 1 . . . n) in the ith copy ofN inML.
Thus for every initial legal path 	 in N inM there is legal path 	i (i = 1 . . . n) in the
ith copy of N inML;
(2) There are no initial paths with cycles;
(3) An initial path starting and ending in N is an internal path in N ;
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(4) There are no initial paths starting/ending in N and ending/starting outside N ;
(5) If l is an initial path of type @- then it corresponds to the path in ((x.P a)lNb). Then
inML we have a term of the form
((· · · (((x1.(x2 . . . (xn.P ∗an) . . .)a1)l1)Nb1)l2Nb2 . . .)lnNbn).
In ML we have the legal path l1 and, after applying the @-composition rule (n − 1)
times, we get the paths l2.l1.a1, . . . , ln. . . . .l1.a1. . . . .an−1.
(6) For any other initial path inM we have the same initial path inML.
• (@-composition) Let  be a legal path fromM obtained by applying the @-composition
rule. Then  = 
.	.a where 
 is a @-@ legal path, 	 is a @- legal type, and a is a
label.
(1) If is internal toN then
,	 and a are all internal toN . Thus, by induction hypothesis,

i and 	i (i = 1 . . . n) are paths of the same type, and ai is a label in the ith copy of
N inML. Thus, by the (@-composition) rule i = 
i .	i .ai (i = 1 . . . n), is a path in
the ith copy of N inML;
(2) If has a cycle overN , the only case that needs some care is the casewhere
 ends inside
N , and	 starts insideN (the other cases are easily proved by induction). By Proposition
32 andDeﬁnition 33, is uniquely decomposed into 1a(2)r@
′@2a4, thus
 =
1a(2)r@
1 and 	 = 
2@2a′4.We then have two possibilities:
(a) Both 
1 and 
2 are contained in N . In this case, by the induction hypothesis, 

ends in a copy j of N and 	 starts in the same copy j of N . These copies have
to be the same, otherwise in the original path the discriminants would be binding
edges of different variable occurrences, thus the path would not be legal.
(b) 
 is composed of subpaths internal to N , and v-cycles over free variables of N .
Since  abstractions binding edges inN inM , also bind any copy ofN inML then
it is possible to have those v-cycles in any copy of N .
(3) If  is a legal path starting and ending in N , then:
(a) If  is a legal path starting and ending in N , with no cycles, we have three possi-
bilities:
(i) 
 is internal toN ,	 starts and ends inN and a is a label inN . By the induction
hypothesis, there is a legal path 
i in each copy of N , 	′ starts and ends in a
copy of N , and there is a ai in each copy of N . Thus 
j .	′.ak is a legal path
starting and ending in a copy of N ;
(ii) 
 starts and ends inN ,	 is internal toN and a is a label inN . By the induction
hypothesis, there is a legal path 	i in each copy of N , 

′ starts and ends in a
copy of N , and there is a label ai in each copy of N . Thus 
′.	j .ak is a legal
path starting and ending in a copy of N ;
(iii) 
 starts inN , 	 ends inN and a is a label inN . By the induction hypothesis,
there is a legal path 
′ starting in a copy of N and ending in the same edge
outside N , 	′ starts in the same edge outside N and ends in a copy of N , and
there is a label ai in each copy ofN . Thus 
′.	′.aj is a legal path starting and
ending in a copy of N ;
(b) If  contains a @-cycle the proof follows by the induction except for the case
where the two subpaths join inside N , which is proved as in (2).
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(4) If  is a legal path ending in N then we have two cases:
(a) If  does not contain a cycle then we have two possibilities:
(i) 
 is a legal path ending in N and 	 is a path internal to N . By the induction
hypothesis 
j is a legal path ending in a copy j of N , and 	i (i = 1 . . . n) is
a legal path in the ith copy of N . Thus 
j .	j .aj is a legal path ending in the
j copy of N ;
(ii) 
 is a legal path external to N and 	 is a legal path ending in N . By the
induction hypothesis 
′ is a legal path starting and ending in the same edges,
and 	j is a legal path starting in the same edge and ending in a copy j of N .
Thus 
′.	j .aj is a legal path ending in a copy j of N .
(b) If  contains a @-cycle it is proved by induction except for the case where the two
subpaths join inside N , which is proved as in (2).
If  is a legal path starting in N it is proved in a similar way.
(5) If is the legal path expanded then, by the induction hypothesis,
′ and	′ are legal paths
inML starting and ending in the same edges. Thus 
′.	′.a is a legal path of type @-
in ML, and by (n − 1) applications of the (@-composition) rule we get (n − 1) paths
of type @- ending respectively in (x1 . . . xn.P ∗), (x2 . . . xn.P ∗), . . . , (xn.P ∗),
(n1) (and all starting in application nodes having N as argument edge).
(6) If  is a legal path external to N , then we have two cases:
(a) If 	 is the expanded path then, by the induction hypothesis, we have a path 	′
starting in the same application node and ending in (xn.P ∗a) (note that 	 ends
in (x.P a)), and 
′ starting and ending in the same edges. Thus 
′.	′.a starts and
ends in the same edges.
(b) If 	 is not the expanded path, then it is easily proved by induction.
• (-composition) Let  be a legal path fromM obtained by the @-composition rule. Then
 = 
.	r .a where 
 is a @-v legal path, 	 is a @- legal type, and a is a label.
(1) If  is internal to N then, as in the (@-composition) rule i = 
i .	ri .ai (i = 1 . . . n),
is a path in the ith copy of N inML;
(2) If  contains a @-cycle it is proved as in the (@-composition) rule;
(3) If  is a legal path starting and ending in N beside the cases in the (@-composition)
rule, we also have the case where 
 ends outsideN and 	 starts in the application node
of N . By the induction hypothesis, 
′ starts in a copy of N and ends in the same edge,
and ∃	j beginning in the application node of the j th copy of N . Thus 
′.	rj .ak is a
legal path starting and ending in a copy of N ;
(4) If  is a legal path ending in N then we have two cases:
(a) If  does not contain a cycle, beside the cases in the (@-composition) rule, we also
have the case where
 is external toN and	 starts in the application node ofN . By
the induction hypothesis, 
′ starts and ends in the same edges, and ∃	j beginning
in the application node of the j th copy of N . Thus 
′.	rj .ak is a legal path ending
in a copy of N ;
(b)  contains a @-cycle. Proved as before.
If  is a legal path starting in N it is proved in a similar way.
(5) Proved by induction as in the (@-composition) rule.
(6) Proved by induction as in the (@-composition) rule. 
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